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Former prize fighter turned longshoreman from New Jersey struggles to stand up to
his corrupt union bosses, including his older brother, as he begins to put together...
Growing up On a farm in Iowa, Joey (Stephen Seagal) is struggling to cope with his
life as a New Jersey heavyweight boxer who has several other problems. When his
brother, Michael (Eric Roberts), tries to throw Joey into the gang, Joey finds another
boxer to dump his brother, who is one of his best friends. He meets with a group of
local gangsters who force him to work as a loader, which he considers his destiny.
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"Joy Ride" is extremely addicting
thriller/horror set on the road

that turned out to be surprisingly
good. The film is about Lewis

(Paul Walker), a college student
who is just driving his car down

the road, where he is
unexpectedly attacked by a

creature. Of course, the plot of
the film is not new, and I got the
impression that this was done in
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order to attract the attention of
the viewer and, probably, to

raise the box office.But at the
same time, I think that the film,

if not the best in its genre, is
very close to it. Very often in

films about attacking a monster
hero, the hero either runs as fast

as he can, or just runs away,
trying to find cover as quickly as

possible. 0946cee1be
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